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“Blood Bath: Vampiric Motherhood and the Question of the Imperial Lineage in 
Heisei Japan” 

— Brian Bergstrom, University of Chicago 
 

“Schoolgirls, Intimacy, and Blood:  Youth and Nationalism in Japan with Examples 
from Anime and Manga” 

— Ian Condry (Harvard / MIT) 
 

“The Blood Project: Historical Crisis in Crisis” 
— Thomas Lamarre, McGill University 

 
“Gothic Politics” 

— Tom Looser, New York University 
 

“Becoming-Animal, the Metaphysics of the Palimpsest, and Mobius-Strip-like Worlds 
in Oshii's Mamoru's Gothic Films” 

— Livia Monnet, University of Montreal 
 

“Pseudo-History of Vampire and Wolf in Post War Fiction in Japan” 
— Toshiya Ueno, Wakko University 



Blood Project- Abstracts  
 
“Blood Bath: Vampiric Motherhood and the Question of the Imperial Lineage in Heisei 
Japan” , Brian Bergstrom, University of Chicago 
 

The shadow state of vampiric confederation has been seen as analogous to the longing for an 
uninterrupted line of male divinity occupying the imperial throne, in which the vampire would seem to 
represent a yet another iteration of the phallic fantasies.  Yet in examining two such narratives, Maruo 
Suehiro’s 1999 manga The Laughing Vampire [Warau kyuketsuki] and Takemoto Novala’s 2001 pop 
novel Princess of Scales [Urokohime], we find a different conception of how vampiric genealogy might 
work.  Striking in these narratives is their citing as origin not the penetrative, masculine replication 
based on Bram Stoker’s Dracula and the historical figure of Vlad the Impaler, but the cruel, beautiful 
figure of Elizabeth Bathory of Hungary, who spawned legends of a vain queen who bathes in the 
blood of young girls or babies in order to preserve her beauty.  This paper seeks to explore these 
representations and their dialogue with vampirism as a figure of social and cultural reproduction, and 
asks whether the use of the bloody bathing beauty as vampiric mother suggests an alternate method 
of critiquing the complex history of atrocity associated with the Imperial line, one that may escape the 
“ghastly return” (as Ivy phrases it) of the Emperor as anxious fetish healing the scars that mar the 
transcendental space of Japanese nationhood. 

 
“Schoolgirls, Intimacy, and Blood:  youth and nationalism in Japan with examples from 
anime and manga”, Ian Condry (Harvard / MIT) 
 
The Japanese anime series Blood+ (2005) examines issues of war and nationalism through the 
adventures of a uniquely powered schoolgirl.  Her sword, when tainted with her own blood, can defeat 
monsters designed as weapons of battle.  The portrayals of war, family, and blood in this anime 
present a contrast to more mainstream neo nationalist representations of Japanese identity, for 
example in the manga of Kobayashi Yoshinori.  I would argue that the contrast points to differences in 
the workings of media in terms of the intimacy between the message and the audience. What does 
this say about the politics of youth in contemporary Japan?  Is there a transnational “intimacy” in the 
ways overseas fans participate in communicating the anime show’s message, notably, its critique of 
American militarism? 

 
“The Blood Project: Historical Crisis in Crisis”, Thomas Lamarre, McGill University 
The Blood Project comprises a series of novels, manga, a video game, a film, and a television series.  
Across these different media installments in the history of Saya the Vampire in her battle against 
vampires and humans, the Blood Project strives to articulate a theory and history of modern power.  
Not only do its vampires appear at moments and sites of historical crisis — the French Revolution, 
the foreign concession in Shanghai, the 1960 student protests, the Vietnam War, and so forth; they 
also embody historical crisis.  The Blood Project is, above all, a project about and of historical crisis.   
 
What interests me is a certain tension related to Blood’s emphasis on historical crisis, and especially 
on crises in national sovereignty.  On the one hand, it appears that media throw history into crisis: it is 
the multiplication of media platforms or formats that threatens to undermine the coherence of history, 
making it impossible to localize and integrate a relation to the past.  On the other hand, it is media 
that promise recourse to another kind of history — articulated around crises, especially crises in 
national sovereignty.  Needless to say, it is the vampire that embodies this history/media tension — 
which turns out to be a crisis in crisis itself.  But what does it mean today to breathe new life into crisis?  

 
“Gothic Politics”, Tom Looser, New York University 
 
Blood the Last Vampire brings a kind of politics together with a vampiric life; this paper takes a 
preliminary look at this relation. 
 



 
“Becoming-animal, the metaphysics of the palimpsest, and Mobius strip-like worlds in Oshii's 
Mamoru's gothic films”, Livia Monnet, University of Montreal 
 
In this paper I propose to look at Oshii's gothic films - Blood the Last Vampire, Ghost in the Shell, 
Innocence, and Avalon — through three related concepts: becoming-animal, the palimpsest, and 
Mobius-strip-like configurations.  In the context under discussion, the first concept refers to the 
absence, or disappearance of the body as the paradoxical foundation of embodiment.  The 
palimpsest is a figure that can account for the function of architecture, holograms, video game- and/or 
hacker-generated simulations in these films. The third figure refers to the strange topology of memory, 
time-travels, the imbricated virtual worlds of Kim's palatial mansion in Innocence, and other aspects in 
Oshii's interpretation of the gothic imagination.  These conceptual configurations are related through 
repetition and affectlessness or soullessness, both of which are more often than not translated as 
feminine transcendence. 
 

 
“Pseudo-History of Vampire and Wolf in Post War Fiction in Japan”,  Toshiya Ueno, Wakko 
University 
 
Postwar literature or manga frequently take up the figure of the vampire and wolf.  My paper will look 
in the conditions of possibility for the prevalence of the vampire and wolf and will trace the 
subsequent political effects of this specific mode of expression.  As a tentative genealogy or map, I 
will begin with Kasai Kiyoshi’s novel Vampire Wars.  (Kasai was a new left activist in the Peace 
Alliance against the Vietnam War (ベ平連), and this novel was precursor of the young adult or ‘light 
novel’ genre.)  I will then turn to a series of novels by SF writer Hirai Kazumasa (author of 幻魔大戦) 
that appeared under the title Wolf Guy, as well as a range of works by Oshii Mamoru, including 
Kerberos and Blood the Last Vampire.   
  
My hypothesis is that the vampire-wolf constellation shares a conceptual core with post- and ex-
Marxist socio-historical paradigms such as Amino Yoshihiko’s notion of marginality or ‘non-affiliation’ 
(無縁).  As is well documented, Amino’s theories had a strong influence on Miyazaki Hayao’s 
Princess Mononoke.  I see in this conceptual core an imaginary predicated on what I will call ‘psuedo-
history.’  Psuedo-history is the nodal point that establishes points of intersection between sub- or pop-
culture, critical theory, and cultural politics in postwar Japan.  It is also the site where they mutually 
determine one another.   
 


	“Gothic Politics”

